EDUCATION OUTDOORS
FOR SCHOOL GROUPS
Program & Bookings for
the year 2022

UP THE CREEK
Website:

www.upthecreekmelbourne.com

Email:

discoveries@upthecreek.com

Instagram: @upthecreekmelbourne
Phone:

0417 552 820

Naam (Melbourne, Australia)

APPROACH
“UP THE CREEK PROVIDE THE
PHYSICAL AND METAPHORICAL
JOURNEYS TO CONNECT TO
SELF, OTHERS & NATURE IN THE
AGE OF THE ANTHROPOCENE.”

Derek Cook
Founder & Director Up The Creek

INTRODUCTION
UP THE CREEK OFFER WATER BASED JOURNEYS GROUNDED IN
CURRENT EDUCATIONAL THEORY FOR PRIMARY, AND SECONDARY,
AND ADULT LEARNERS. IF YOU ARE A SCHOOL LOOKING TO PREPARE
STUDENTS FOR AN INCREASINGLY COMPLEX WORLD THROUGH
NATURE BASED EXPERIENCES, CONTACT UP THE CREEK TO SUPPORT
YOUR 2022 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
What We Do

How We Work

1.	
Learning in Nature: Set in classrooms without walls,

• We align with focused school’s towards enhancing

narrative inquiry will encourage participants to look
within to transcend established thresholds.

2. 	Fluid Journeys with Nature: To improve students
experience and build a constructive and fertile
relationship with nature. We travel to some of Victoria’s
unique waterways for sailing and canoe journeys.

3.

existing program’s through education outdoors.
• We encourage authenticity, self actualisation and
a flourishing mind.
• We promote diverse & inclusive thinking of all views
and non-linear ideas.
• We create safe and responsible experiences

Connecting People with the Natural World: Encourage

with trained staff whilst allowing pace for student

interconnection with self, others and nature to further

self regulation.

develop understanding and critical thinking in students..

• We aspire to return students to the indoor classroom
saying “I learned how to learn”.

OUR MISSION
TO WORK WITH THE DYNAMICS
OF WATER AND THE WIND,
ENCOURAGING NEW WAYS OF
SEEING, LEARNING AND BEHAVING
IN THE ANTHROPOCENE.
Up The Creek Is a social enterprise which runs water based
journeys, education programmes and liminal experiences
across Victoria’s waterways. Focused on individuals,
schools and organisations, we provide you with a way of
learning through our rivers, estuaries and harbours as a
collaborator in the journey. From DIY adventure through to
group transformative multi-day programs.

“I HAVE LEARNED YOU ARE
NEVER TOO SMALL TO MAKE
A DIFFERENCE.”
Greta Thunberg

OUR PHILOSOPHY
LEARNING TO KNOW,
LEARNING TO DO,
LEARNING TO LIVE WITH,
LEARNING TO BE
United Nations Educational Theory

At Up The Creek, we’re primarily guided through a
vision of learning described by Jacques Delors as
accepted by the United Nations Education theory.
We deliver this philosophy through the canoe as a
vehicle for widening your learning. Whether it’s a
tour, educational program or liminal experience, our
water-based journeys are underpinned with the goal
to transform our everyday through how we access
the natural world. Bring these learnings back into
everyday lives.

EXPERT DRIVEN
PASSIVELY
RECEIVING
INSTRUCTIONS

PREDETERMINED
GOALS

JOINTLY
SET GOALS

TACKLING
WICKED
PROBLEMS

CITIZEN DRIVEN

KEY AREAS OF
LEARNING
To jointly set goals and tackle wicked problems
we focus on Eco-mimicry as a tool for re-imagining
learning and collaboration e.g. learning to sail by
considering birds in flight or fish in motion! This
drives a unique and meaningful collaboration with
nature where participants must grapple with forces
beyond their direct control. Learning to master these
forces, participants will return to their normal lives
with a new perspective on the unknown. Leaving
them empowered saying; “ I learned how to learn”.

Intended competencies of all up the
creek participants
• Life long memories connecting self, others
and nature.
• Desire to thrive in forces beyond direct control.
• Learn how to learn.
• Developed sense of self, other and environment.
• Capacity to influence lived experience.
• Desire to Contribute towards desired team culture.
• Learning toward sustainability.
• Learning with Nature.

LEARNING JOURNEYS IN NATURE
Learning In Nature
Age Groups: Primary and junior secondary students
Time Period: 5 days
Intent: We commence by ‘transporting the classroom’
to a leaning space without walls, keeping the
content ‘unknown’ to the students. We encourage
the student to thrive in this unknown by drawing on
the environment as collaborator. By learning together
we aim to change perspective, build confidence,
highlight the joy of discovery and prepare students
for the post Anthropocene.
Narratives: Sydney cove > William Buckley,
John Batman and the Wurundjeri > Mining
immigration and the stories of Gariwerd (Grampians)
> The high country Licola > Goldfields of Bendigo >
Den of the Nargun
Locations: Melbourne > French Island > Gippsland
Lakes, > Grampians > Otways > Kimbolton State
Forest > Mitchell River
Description: 5 day all inclusive programmes.
Classes will be broken into working groups. These
groups will be responsible for themselves. Each group
is provided with cooking gear, provisions, camping
gear and a guide. The narrative inquiry forms the
direction and scope of the enveloping program.

PHASES
Preparation phase

Practice phase

In this phase participants are encouraged to take

Time and space for participants to get good. The

control of the opportunity, to prepare their minds and

performance phase will provide the motivation as

possessions in order to make the most of an unknown

participants work with themselves others and the

adventure. Mistakes are possible (Up The Creek allow

environment to develop confidence and a developing

for these mistakes by providing and adapting in the

awareness of the space.

following phases) .

Discovery phase
This phase is all about finding out. Open minds learn to
be comfortable with ones self, peers and environment.

Performance phase.
A challenge is set in the theme of the narrative we
are exploring.

Students are encouraged to take control and become

“Understandascope” phase

autonomous with their new found environment.

In this phase groups celebrate achievements, reflect

Create / innovate phase

and project to the normal lives, this journey should have
changed the way you think, feel and act. What happened,

Once groups are functioning in the new space, there

so what?! What next. It is this phase that will yield

is time and provocation to expand. The environment is

transformation in your learning environments. Students

curated to encourage a further expansion of the comfort

will return with a thirst for knowledge and march into

zone, Boating, walking sculpture, painting, play, innovation

unknown topics with enthusiasm in any domain. How does

are all encouraged. The only limitations are maintaining

an activated classroom with 24 teachers sound to you?

safety and the imagination. Thresholds will be broken.

Contact us for a custom quote.

LEARNING JOURNEYS WITH NATURE
Collaborate with the more-thanhuman world

Journeys Available
1.	
Up The Creek: Get to know our lifeblood, the

Description:	Immersive water based journeys.
Craft Canoe or sailing craft
Craft:

Standard Canoe or Sailing craft

Age Groups: 14 and up
Time Period:	3-9 days (custom to meet
your needs)
General:	We shape bespoke journeys to
meet your educational objectives.

Birrarung single day to multi day trips.

2.

Fluid Highways: A journey through
the RAMSAR wetland of the Gippsland
lakes, following the old steamer route of
colonising Victoria.

3. 	Mitchell River: Discover the last major
undimmed river in Victoria. Disappear from
the modern world immersed in wilderness.

All inclusive including food,

4. Murray river paddle: Cobram to Tocumwal.

transport, gear, staff and group

5.	Glenelg River trips: 3-6 day trips along the

activity gear
Locations: 	Gippsland Lakes, Mitchell River,
Murray River, Glenelg river,
Western Port Bay

tranquil and unique river system.

Contact us for a custom quote.
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the Birrarung is the lifeblood of
Melbourne. Connect with nature in
your own back yard.

Mitchell River
Distance: 300km east of Melbourne
flowing through Gunai/Kurnai country
Journey: Learning in Nature
Fluid Journey with Nature
The Mitchell river is the last remaining
undammed river in Victoria. With prolific
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Fluid Journey with Nature
Flowing through Wurundjeri country
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Murray River
Distance: 240 km north of Melbourne on Yorta Yorta country
Journey: Learning in Nature
Fluid Journey with Nature
The Murray river is long. From a weekend to a month or
two we can find a section perfect for your intentions.

Gippsland Lakes
Distance: 300km east of Melbourne
Journey: Learning in Nature
Fluid Journey with Nature

wildlife and no mobile coverage, be

The Gippsland lakes are a RAMSAR wetland located in

transported to a natural wonderland.

East Gippsland.

Gippsland Lakes

EQUIPMENT & SAFETY
Canoe
We provide both fibreglass & inflatable canoe
options. Ocean going Polynesian sailing canoes
coming soon.

Access and safety
We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the
land and water in which we operate. We are curious
about an ancient culture and seek out opportunities
to collaborate.
We comply with government department and Outdoors
Victoria policies. We are accredited with Parks Victoria,
and hold all relevant insurances. Check website for up
to date information.

Land based camping
Groups are split into small working teams.
These teams will form the gateway to access the
experience. Groups will be given camping gear
including shelter, food and fire. From this platform
the program will develop.

Covid
Check website for up to date covid policy.

UP THE CREEK BOOKINGS
We are seeking school group bookings for the 2022 year.
Contact us for further information on our learning journey
options, experiences or further information.

Quote
Contact us to help understand your needs and provide a
tailored quote.

For Bookings Contact:
Derek Cook
Founder | Director
Email: derek@upthecreek.com
Mobile: 0417 552 820

“THE WHOLE OF LIFE IS COMING
TO TERMS WITH YOURSELF AND
THE NATURAL WORLD. WHY ARE YOU
HERE? HOW DO YOU FIT IN?
WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?”
David Attenborough

www.upthecreekmelbourne.com

